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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

MAIRI WRITES:
‘The FED must Be Abolished!’
7/10/17 – EDWARD C NOONAN, Former 2012 & 2016 Presidential Candidate alert:
Mairi writes:
When you try to explain to the uninformed that every penny of their income tax goes to PAY the
FED for printing fiat currency, many of you already know what happens. I don't particularly like being
envisioned with three heads, but I am getting used to it!
Aaron Russo did such an excellent job of showing the process in his movie: "America: Freedom to
Fascism". If you have never taken the time to watch it, I say, "You simply MUST!"
Government services are paid for by 'corporate tax', so when companies like GE are exempted from
their corporation taxes for being such magnificent 'bundlers' for the likes of Obummer, then you lose
services. Your income tax pays the FED! They siphon the fruit of your labor to pay the 'interest' for
'bailing out America' in the beginning of the 20th century.
The movie link I am including is an excellent alternative explanation of how we got into this mess,
and what the public needs to be demanding from candidates in the upcoming elections. (Praying we
can actually have an honest one....) The FED MUST be abolished, an immediate removal of more than
17 trillion dollars of “American debt”. (A LIE!) The UN MUST be thrown out, and America removed from
it. The CFR, and all of it's members should be indicted and tried, stripped of everything they own
'personally'. Their possessions are the fruit of their enslavement of most of the people on this planet.
Once you indict and try the CFR members, you pretty much will have included every member of
the FED. These robber barons are pretty much the same people using every means available to them to
remain in control....they've stolen the gold and silver, power is the driving force now!
The enclosed link is not short, and if you really don't want to watch it through (I HOPE you will!), I
recommend starting about the one hour mark....
This may have been around before, and I just missed it, but if not, I hope you appreciate the work
that went into putting this thing together....it is an important presentation I hope all of my friends
here can feel comfortable sharing....knowledge is an important weapon against tyranny!
GOD Bless
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5IJeemTQ7Vk
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